Food Prep / Sushi Maker in Market
Kikka sushi is looking for an energetic, hard working, dependable, team player that can provide
great customer service to our customers in the Whole Foods Market located at:
629 Kailua Road, Kailua, HI 96734
4211 Waialae Ave, Honolulu, HI 96816
We have full time positions available with medical, vacation and 401k with matching benefits.
We also provide a uniform, yearly shoe reimbursement and training. Possible opportunities for
advancement, we love to promote from within! Ability to transfer to other out of state
locations possible too.
In general the Team Member will make sushi in advance and made to order sushi per the
customer's request, prepare other Asian foods, prep food and clean while helping customers in
a fast paced environment.
Qualified candidates must be able to…
 Show great customer service skills
 Be comfortable working with and touching raw, meats, poultry, fish and shellfish
 Be familiar with sushi
 Be able to lift and carry up to 50 pounds
 Be able to stand for long periods of time, which includes up to 8 hours a day, with
designated break periods
 Be self-motivated and responsible
 Have excellent time management skills
 Demonstrate good communication skills
 Work all Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
 Flexible morning and evening availability
 Bring proper identification to prove eligibility to work in the U.S.
 Be 18 years of age or older
Pay is $10 per hour, no tips
Apply today! Please email your resume or job history to employment@kikkasushi.com and
reply with the job title and Hawaii in the subject line.
Kikka Sushi founded in 1986 and has grown rapidly throughout the nation to include locations
in 28 states, with clients ranging from supermarkets, businesses and restaurants to universities
and hospitals. Originally specializing only in sushi, Kikka has since expanded its menu to include
a number of other delicious and popular Asian dishes, ranging from Japanese tempura to
Chinese noodle bowls, to Korean staples such as bibimbap, to even some Indonesian and
Vietnamese dishes. We follow the strictest food safety standards and seek out environmentallyfriendly sources. More information can be found at www.kikkasushi.com.

